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the good people of Juarez ter serving two and a half years for
many of the projects, and that too have made for him
funds of their offices. Expert H. E.
Ammons.
conspiracy against a foreign power.
States
United
many projects were undertaken. He Shot
Mulnix of Denver, examined the counMany Times With One Bullet. He immediately started southward. Hs
thus places the blame for undertakty books a year ago, and reported al
Then there is another victim of the! had previously announced his intenDenver, Feb. 9. The Cassidy bill, ing projects which have proven fail9
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day declared this city to be the perma- dozen county officials. W. W. Reywas killed on final passage in the
that they brought undue political eral soldiery. He had his gun to his NURSED APPENDICITIS;
treasurer and present
nent capital of Oklahoma. The deci- nolds,
senate today by a vote of 17 ayes to
chairman of the board of county comNOW HAS IT.
pressure to have these projects un- shoulder, preparing to send a. leaden
16 nays. The bill required a majority
sion sustained the contentions of the missioners, will be charged with a
dertaken.
Having nursed successfully many
messenger of death to the opposing'
of the total Vote in the senate, or 18
Half Million Dollar Claim.
his gun was torn cases of appendicities, a number of supporters of Oklahoma City on every shortage of $11,000. Some of the othwhen
side,
suddenly
to pass.
- Washington,
Feb. 9. Senator Gug- from bis grasp and he fell on the bat- them in this city, one of the nurses
point in the capital removal contro- er alleged shortages are attributed to
Se atorial Deadlock.
County
Thomas, $1,400;
genheim introduced a bill appropriat- tlefield with a groan. A bullet had in tbe operating room at St. Vincent's versy. The adherents ' of Gutherie
Denver, Feb. 9. There was no elec- ing $510,000 to Paul Mulock of
,
Judge Thorn, former assistant attorentered his left forearm, come out Sanitarium was berselr stricken with
tion of United States senator today.
Colo., to be fuii satisfaction and through the top, entered the upper the disease and had to undergo an will appeal to the supreme court of ney, $2,000; John Adkins,
Seven platform Democrats voted for compensation for use by the' United muscles of the arm and
the United States. Oklahoma's En- treasurer, $6,000; Charles Hoag,
making, its operation yesterday. She was reportE. M. Ammons.
Otherwise
Clerk
there
clerk, $250;
ed this morning, as doing as well as abling Act had provided for the capwere no material changes.
ital remaining at Guthrie until 1915. Crary, $400.
Contlnued on Page Eight.
could be expected.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Phoenix. Ariz., Feb. 9. Voting on
havirtpr an Invocliftitinn iyiqHo nf tho the ratification of Arizona's constitu-ijalleged "practical joke" said to havej tion, .under which it is intended that
been perpetrated on the New Mexico j Arizona be admitted to the Union, is
National Guard at Tucumcari, order-- ' in progress throughout the territory
ing them to be In readiness to go to today. It is admitted that the conthe southern border to protect the stitution will be approved, its opponUnited States from "invasion" as stat- ents, the Republicans hoping only to
ed in the New Mexican yesterday. Cap- hold down the affirmative vote. Sixty
tain O. P. Edler immediately muster- per cent of the total opposition is
ed 43 men and within two hours was based on the initiative, referendum
awaiting further orders which did and recall, which are included in the
not come.
proposed constitution, the opposition
General Brookes is going to use ev- to the recall applied to the judiciary
ery legal means to make it very hot being especially bitter.
for the joker or jokers who thus tried
Looks Black for Arizona.
to make Tsport out of the National
Politicians
Feb. 9.
Washington,
Guard. It 'is said that the law pro- here who would like to see it defeatvides for the bringing of just forty-fiv- e ed, say the Arizona vote will be overdamage suits against the joker in whelming for the constitution Thursthis matter.
day. They claim, however, Congress
In case difficulties are encountered will reject it because of the referenin finding out who sent the telegram dum and recall clauses. While Taft's
the grand jury may be asked to probe friends say the recall is distasteful
the matter and summon witnesses to him, he will not refuse to sign it.
who will have to tell what they know.
What President Taft thinks of the
Water Board Adjourns.
Oklahoma style of constitution is alThe meeting of the territorial wa- ready known to the people of Arizona.
ter board before which were brought When there, in October, 1909, he
many appeals on rejected applications warned them against doing that
for water rights and which cases are which this deplorable convention, in
said to raise a vital issue affecting flamed with extremest and most vio
today. lent notions of Bryanism,
Bryanite
irrigation, was adjourned
The board will likely give for publi- populism and socialism, has now accation several important decisions in complished and thrust upon the peoa day or two. Regardless of the de- ple for a "yes" or a "no." Mr. Taft
cisions, however, it is thought that besought the people of the territory
the cases will be taken to the V. S. to consider seriously the instrument
Supreme Court, the highest tribunal of their statehood.
in the land for final settlement.
At the territorial capitol at Phoe. Incorporations.
nix he said on October 13, 1909: "If
Articles of incorporation were filed by a caution I can restrain the desire
in the territorial secretary's office to- of those who are most full of the idea
day by the Elephant Butte Land and of having limitations on government
Trust Company whose main office is from making the constitution other
at Phoenix, Arizona, and whose office than a fundamental law, with simple
in the territory is at Las Cruees, rules of limitation; if I can halt and
with J. D. Wallett as the resident induce the people of this state to take
time and deliberate over the instruagent
The object of the company is to do ment that is to follow them so long
a general real estate, commission and in the history of their state, I shall
brokerage business and it has a capi- not have let ihe day go without
talization of $300,000 of 30,000 shares profit."
at $100 each. The directors are W. L.
Two days later, at Albuquerque, in
Wollett, J. D. Wollett, Mark Logan and New Mexico, the President continued
N. A. Brown and the company's dura- his good advice to the people of the
tion is to be 25 years with privilege two territories: "You want to trust
of renewal.
your legislature, and you ought to
Notaries Appointed.
follow the model of the constitutions
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has of some of the other states, which
appointed Julia Ferguson, of Carls- have also modeled alter the constituAn
bad, Eddy county, and Celia B. Bibo, tion of the United States.
Valencia county, notaries public.
amendment to the constitution is a
Papers of incorporation were also difficult thing, as we are finding out
filed by the Rociada Ranch Company now in attempting to amend the fed
whose office is at Rociada, San Miguel eral constitution, and so you will find
county, and of which Albert G. Adams it in the state constitutions. There
is named the agent. The object of fore put there only general principles
the company is to do a general mer and don't attempt to legislate every
chandise business and starts with a fad of every man who is voluble and
capital stock of $15,000, consisting of gets into your constitutional conven
130 shares at $100 each. Of this stock tion.
$3,000 has been subscribed, the share"I say this with a great deal of
holders being Albert G. Adams, of
not as a partisan, not as a
fervor,
Las
M.
Leo
of
East
Gascon;
Tipton,
or a Democrat, but in the
Republican
Vegas, and H. W. Clark, also of East interest of your state, whether you
Las Vegas, each holding ten shares vote the
Republican or the DemoThe duration of the company is to be cratic ticket.
I want, if we are re
fifty years.
for your coming into the
sponsible
For the Treasury.
as I am willing to be, and as
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Union,
Republican party is willing to be,
has received the following sums for the
that you should justify the admission
the treasury: Alexander Sandoval
yourselves a progressive
Sandoval
treasurer of
county, $204.43; by making
same time a conservative
at
the
but
from Game and Fish Warden Gable,
community."

Adjutant General

A. L. Brookes

I

$40.25.

Land Entries.
The following are the land entries
at the local land office: Mary J. Cliff,
formerly Mary .1. McBrian, of Albuquerque;' R. B. Odom, Lumberton, Benjamin E. Reeder, Halls Peak; Hilario
Chavez,
Garcia, Santa Fe; Leandro
Galliua and Pascual Vianueva, Galis-teo- .

Washington, Feb.
the Congressional
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Receipts and Disbursements.
A statement showing receipts and
disbursements of various counties of
the territory has been prepared by
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford.
They are from January 1, to December
31, 1910, as follows:
Receipts.
Back taxes 1901 and prior,

$4,768.-40-

;

taxes

1902, $3,150.37.; taxes, 1903,
$3,096.40; taxes 1904, $3,520.87; taxes
1905, $6,721.20; taxes 1906, $27,367.99;
taxes 1907, $32,920.32; taxes 1908,
taxes 1909, $1,309,620.79;
$80,387.31;
taxes 1910, $999,976.65; liquor licenses $126,329.80; merchandise licenses
fines
$21,224.54-- ; poll, tax $43,557.47;
$12,439.73; Pullman car tax $1,262.20;
sale
of
common school $64,480.53;
bonds $338,849.13; rent of court house
$1,799.30; institutes $2,226.42; district
court clerks $6,374.62; artesian wells
forest reserves $17,200.11;
$2,292.44;
county settlements $21,858.85; miscelTotal
laneous collections $53,000.42.
$3,184,425.76.

Disbursements.

.

The disbursements were for the
same period as follows. General county $306,362.06; for courts $195,822.73;
animal
wild
interest $165,330.97;
bounties $28,896.15; roads and bridges
court house and jail
$239,561.62;
$133,333.26; territorial treasurer
treasurers' commissions
assessors' commissions
$691,-995.5-

$213,701.58; schools
judgments $8,435.67; In-

municipal
$769,501.08;

(Continued

on Page Eight.)
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PARDON OF
SCHOOL BY FRIEND.

New Version of Damon and Pythias
Enacted at Capital of Lone
"I have used your valuable Cascarets
Star State
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. 1 have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
Austin. Texas. Feb. '. -- A case has
and am now completely cured. Recom- just, come to
light in ihi.city showing
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without tliem in the that the boy ne played vith in childfamily." Edward A. Mars, Albany, N.Y. hood and who was our friend during
frolicsome davs ,f .tir youth re-- i
Pleasant. Palatahle. Potent. Taste Good.
mams
or
through life ilie "oal and true
Wea'sen
Sicken.
Do (ioc-Gripe.
Never
friend
Tint thio lnst.ii,
is not with- -'
lUe.25c.$'c Nev sold in bi.lK. The cen-to
C
C
C.
:
(..uaraateed
tubk
time
stampid
29
its pathetic sido. . half century
cure or yuur mocy back.
or more ao, John .XI. neiiarn, now
a prominent
lawyer of Tyler, Texas,
v at wi,v.
,cuu ui-THE DAILY ROUND OP.
A vear or v re ago Webb
friends.
was convicted on two lony charges
mmmsnvm
and sent to the rienKiitiary, being!
'.1.
rnn,- -,
Road Song.
w viic ji i:: . ..v. voi.Mvi
in farms. The thought t: it his oldtime
(By XV. G.
was imprisoned ;ave Pnchard
Hampton's Magazine.)
Come out from the murk of your city a great deal of troul e and he set
streets to the tent of all the world, about securing his
Prichard
X7hen your final word on Art is said, having known XX'ebb ince
boyhood
and your flag of Faith is furled:
and also knowing tha' his family had
XX'hen your heart no longer gives a never shown
any cri inal proclivithrob at the first faint breath of ties, assumed that if Vebb had committed a crime his mi d had become
spring
Ah, turn your feet to the ribbon-roaderanged before he '! so.
Acting
with a chorus all may sing!
upon this supposition he went to
work on the case a d found many
When the sandaled
Dawn like a things to indicate th ' the chum
Greek god takes the hurdles of the
boyhood had bee; mentally dehills
ranged for a year oi more previous
And the brooding earth rubs brooding to the alleged cri ie.
Yesterday
eyes at the song some lonesome Prichard went befon the bord of
bird trills;
pardons and that boiv. after hearing
his statement, reconmrnded GoverXXTebb.
Where the brook like the silver scy- nor Colquitt to relea-When
the of a moon awaits your warm this agreement was cached Prichard
was so elated over hi' success that he
caress
Ah, these are the gifts that the high could hardly restraii his tears as he
was a thief
said, "N. M. Webb
gods fling to mortals in duress!
and he isn't today. In his boyhood
XX'hen the blood-resun swings low lie was the soul of itiegrity and such
in the XX'est and an end conies to a boy as he was, do-- not become a
thief in manhood."
desire,
When the candle-glooof the low- U. S. MARSHAL F03AKER
ceiled room is bared to a pine-loBUSY AT THE BORDER.
fire,
And the tales of men are told anew
Nine Men Arrested for Violating Neutill the Huntress leaves the sky
Ah, these are the gifts of the sons of
trality Laws Will Be Given
men to set their treasures by!
Hearirg.

Consumption
j

11

1

nter orocery to
Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Southern

No. 40.

Telephone

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKFTS
ALL
WITH
CASH PURCHASES

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A

New Line of

STETSON SHOES5

j

z

d

For Vou
Exclusive
Perfect

Style
Fit
Wear
Comfort

ee

g

Exceptional
Like a Stocking

uuuiiriiuujci

I

Specialist

1

EUGErC O ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Louis Stern
businessman at Las 7egas, has received news of the death of his father, Moses Stern, at the age of 8C

Phone Red 100

years, in Germany.
March Term of District Court The
March term of the district court for
Union county will be a busy one.
Forty-twcriminal cases are set for
trial while the docket contains 156
civil actions.
Death ot Marcus iviaes Artur an ill
Maes
ness of several days Marcos
died at his home in La Liendre, San
Miguel count'. Mr. Maes was about
sixty years of age, and is survived by
a wife, four sons and three daughters.
Saloonkeeper Stabbed Frank Martinez was waylaid and stabbed while
on the way home from his saloon at
Three men are
Trinidad, Colorado.
in jail charged with the attack. Martinez' condition is serious.
Dr. W. R. Tipton
From
Thrown
Carriage Thrown from his buggy
when the vehicle collided with a telephone guy wire Dr. XXT. R. Tipton at
Las X'egas sustained a fractured rib
and a number of bruises. The accident occurred near St. Anthony's sanio

si
THE

HERE'S

LI

WONDER-WORKER!

attached to your
pump and workin cfn ten minutes
after you take it ojf your wagon. No
belts, arms, pumjprj2ck or fixtures to
buy. No specialiplatform to build.
This engine can

be

l 'Aim
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals,
Can be used for other work
pumping. Has special pulley
purpose. Let me demonstrate

i

per hour.
when not
for this
it to you.

UUK'lLcY.

rKArNrv.

Wholesale

rmi

w4
fits

any pi mp
and Makes It Hump

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIGNAL STOCK FOOD.

i

tarium.

College Bred Indians Sought The
Santa Fe railroad is employing college bred Indians in various capacities. Charles E. Dagenett, supervisor
of the United States Indian service,
is on a trip through New Mexico and
other states, where there are reservations, seeking Indians who desire employment. They are oifered places in
the shops, roundhouses and on con-s- i
ruction work.
Woman Thrown By Horse XXrhile
riding with some other ladies near
the New Mexico hospital for the insane at Las Vegas Mrs. E. C. Gilli-gawas thrown from her horse. Sh?
sustained a severe fracture of the
right wrist and a number of bruises.
Mrs. Oilligan was taken to the home
of Mrs. D. L. Chambers, where she and
Mr. Gilligan, who is a fruit inspector
for the Santa Fe, reside.
No New Railroad
for San Juan
County The options for
which were secured for the Ari
zona & Colorado last spring in San
Juan county have been returned the
past week by the railroad. These options covered rights-of-wabetween
Farmington and the Navajo reservation line.
This action would indicate
that the railroad has given up building operations for the present, at
least.

n

There is more Catarrh in this
of the country thn. all other dis
eases put together, and until the last

PHONE
BLACK

45

LEO HERSCH

CLARENDON
GARDEN1
R V.BOYLE Mgr.
CLnREBDON

POULTRY

FE- -

ES 45

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.
YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Kocks and White Wyandottes. libickene
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis cerms nor Ptomaine polsonlug.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR KATIJSG.

cz::.

iij

iiiMw.ni

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, rbut it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.
tmm

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.

United States Marshal Foraker
has received instructions to render
all assistance possible in preserving
neutrality. Already customs inspec- tors and mounted inspectors have
been deputized and a number of addi- tional deputies will be sworn in if
conditions seem to warrant such ac- -

made-tomeasu- re

tion.

Do Not Overlook This

TEXAS STATE CONSERVATION
CONGRESS AT SAN ANTONIO.
Asks Legislature to Create Commis- sion Similar to One New Mexi- co Already Has.
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 9. That
conservation of natural resources has
taken a firm hold in Texas was emphasized in the three days' meet of

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

Bros. Co.

Selipan
j

the State Conservation congress in
this city, which has just closed. It
was clearly shown by those present j
that no state in the XTnion has more
natural advantages than Texas and
that everything is here essential to
the highest development when prop
erly conserved. In an effort to broaden the work of the congress a resolution was passed asking the legisla
ture now in session to pass a law
creating a state commission of conservationists. If a law in line with
this resolution be passed, it will pro- vide for experts on conservation ot
forests, minerals, soils, and water,
these to be members of the conserva- tion committee, each to receive a good
salary and report direct to the com- j

W 'f'
There's a continual freshness and
shapeliness about the man' garments
who brings them regularly to us to be
cleaned and pressed. We do not take
long, but we do take pains, with the
result that our customers' clothes always look like new. You will get the
reputation of always wearing new
garments if you give us your clean-- :
ing and pressing work. No delays at
all we call for and deliver goods.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

We Have Built Up

THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as good as
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
or you have an engagement where a
carriage Is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service and
prices.

y

Speedy Relief for Kidney Trouble.
"I had an acute attack of Brlght's
diseases with inflammation of the kidneys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy overcome the attack, reduced the inflammation, took away the pain and made
bladder action normal.
I wish everyone could know of this wonderful
Sold at the Capital Phar
remedy."
macy.

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.

that

few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease
and prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore
treatment
requires constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure, nwiufactureS
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Tj'edo O., is
th"? only constitutional
cure on market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
acts directly on blood and mucous
surfaces ot system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it afils
to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Dru. gists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

rights-of-wa-

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

'

P. O. Box 219

YOU

Phone 36

CANT-BV- Y

OL5

m

POOR,

OUR

BEST

ONLY THC

J.

-

a

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

LADIES TAILORING

7-

Albuquerque, N. M. Feb. 9. For the
purpose of investipiing the arrest
of nine men who were arrested at
yesterday, United States Marshal
C. M. Foraker left curly this morning for that town aril will probably
remain in southern New Mexico until mission.
the trouble in Mexico blows over. The
nine men taken into custody at Pelea
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
yesterday were arrested by Deputy Take LAXATI V E BROMO
Quinine Tablets
United States marshes while attempting to cross over into Mexico with . W- GK0VK.H 8l(?natu .l8 on each box. 25c
arms and ammunition, which is for-- ,
bidden by the neutrality laws. It is;
supposed that the n.cn intended
Pressed Into Shape Again
join the revolutionists.
They will
today to Las Cruces and arJohn Doc warrants were
raigned.
sworn out by Mars'iiil Foraker before
United States Connuissioner H. R.
Xthiting yesterday afternoon. The man
arrested Hachita yesterday
for attempting to cross into Mexico with
arms and ammuuiiion, and also with
resisting arrrst at the hands of a
customs insioc!or, will be taken to
Las Cruces today and will probably
be arraigned with the nine other alIt is understood
leged insurrpetos.
Pe-le- a

Death of Aged Father

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Then give me the clear blue sky
overhead and the white road to my
feet,
And a dog to tell my secrets to, and
a brother tramp to meet
And the years may take their toll of
me till I reach the weary West,
XX'here I lodge for good in the world's
own inn, a wayward, waiting
guest.

lrMgirWSiH'lrfl iff

ut

d

Gentlemen

TF

.1

,,!

Tinckom-Feniiiude-

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

Anyone interested in he cure of Consumption should get one of the booklets
telling of recoveries by the use o
Alterative.
Coughs, Stubborn Cods and Pneumonia may be the bei".niri!j of more
serious troubles Kckm.in s Alterative is
the effective remedy. Kea.l Mr. Kanaly'a
statement:
.
N.
Gentlemen: "For five Saivtoga,
or six years I
Was troubled with cough ant expectoraT
tllu.l r,r,.l
tion.
l.i ,1, f,.,r
was declared Consumption bv'my physi-th- e
ltn: .lj"as.,iven ''." Liver oil, t'rea- "" o"iu oilier meuicines, an without
benefit.
At Christmas time, 1906, I was not
expected to live. Calling another physl-o, he advised
the use of
Alterative, which I took with excellent
results and was entirely cured.
lurins the past year I have pained
KO out in all weathers
?5 lbs.- and
nave nact no cough or cold whatever,
J 'lve these facts to encourage others
to use Kckman's Alterative."
(Signed Affidavit) Janus vr. Kanaty.
AIi'rkmanS Alterative cures Bronchitis,
42-1and Lung
ASK IOT DOOKlfcl OL CUreU CU.S6S
?,I?c,wr,lt?, t0 the. Kokman Laboratory,
Pa.t for additional evidence.
iFor
",'e'i""a.
Sale by. all leading druggists
Eck-man- 's

:

I

M

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have svery
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very beat prices
for Lumber
of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your

contracts,

Charles W. Dudrow

WILLIAMS
510 San

4

WM

Francisco St. 'Phone

13ft

Rf

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

L

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONT? RED 182.

WE CAN'T BE ON THE LEVEL AND SELL POOR TOOLS.
BE ON THE LEVEL WITH YOURSELF.
YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY POOR TOOLS.
OUR POLICY HAS ALWALS BEEN THE BEST IS CHEAPEST
IN THE END.
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS.
WE WANT YOUR
AND WE WANT YOUR GOOD WILL. COME TO SEE US.

If it's Hardware

"hardware

CO."

We have it.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wod
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirs: Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

lZlF:.Ts.riZf.
Telephone

b0

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the '"Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Pine Rigs, Reliable Morses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When In Need of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Pumished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOI

I,
Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

J
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back the enemies age sets to snare' GRAZING COMMISSION
the progress of youth and ambition.'
TO BE APPOINTED.
Beveridge.
1
Examination
He came to a body of lawmal; rs Government Vll Hold
on
For EligibfcS
who are ruled by tradition and forthFebrj.iry 23
ind 25.
with clamored loudly for what he
wanted. Without hesitation he insisted that his education and talents fitWashington.Feb.
he an-hh': better than another for head- ment position ps
Sherman, Lodge, Beveridge ted
TtP
s Civship t.f certain important committers nonnoement of'-hand Others Pass in
and tie wise ones smiled and listen- il Service Commission
ami- ed nd gave him generously.
Then nation which tvi'l be
truary
Review
Rapid
al! of a suddt n a cog slipped and the 2" and 25,
tojflnd tlitv.. i: razing ex-h nds of the Beveridge
a miners for
spodomet
!?. The
tlj Forest
.ung back. Instead of grim ing at position will jiiy a saury i.f i.2"0 a
ST THE THEATER
TIFT
.
of
be trick, instead
throwine out bis on' a outranks.
chest for a long breath of ctrHijjth-- ,
s
T!ie arinoune-menthat
giving air and making his period of If applicants! nust
n. at least
Sarah Bernhardt Has Once More enforced
retirement one of growth and twenty years oil, am!
of at
Started on Tour of the
preparation for renewed effort, he least one s son's
in
snarls ami sulks; he lmairlnes that he
United States.
r
a; i,.ast
togothf
stock;
handling
is of the company of unappreciated one
year of jKthnira! fr.tintns; in
geniuses and that the only thine that's
iiii d liotatj al sf;.i--hin
Denver Times.) right in this rotten old world is licv(Frances Wayne
The establistnent ,.f this ;.o:'ion
Washington, Feb. 9. Was!. gion crtdne from Indiana. Which Pads to is in
line with, the obi ;? w
is as full of thrills and surprises as the conclusion that if there is a y
),.,
always
a three-rincircus or a gor.d vaude- low streak in one it's bound to come Department of Agricnit :;
bad in view in 'is mamtgem-of gra- a
is
one
bod
out
whether
or;
ville show and in summing
toting
up the
i'o:r.-;t- .
Il is
tonal
on
N
tbe
zing
;
Hover-and
nation's
delaws,
making the
day's experiences it is difficult to
to
cattle
cide whether Sarah Bernhardt or Sen- idge, it is claimed, has shown him-- ; not merely seoling
THE NEAL TREATMENT IS THE
MENT AND E'THER REMAIN AT
'
sheep from doine d.i i.." to forator Henry Cabot Lodge or tlie scen- self saffron hued.
water-1- ,
THE INSTITUTE OR RETURN AT
d conditions,
st
and
ADMINISTRATION
OF
AN
ABSOgrowth
of
States.
the
discussed
ery shall have first place.
this
While we
pity
THE END OF THE THIRD DAY; IF
as they graze en the h
which
LUTELY HARMLESS MEDICINE OF
One out touring rises in the morn- phase of his career, Senator Lodge of
YOU BOTH AF.E NOT FULLY SATin
foris
open
yearly produced
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION..
PURELY VEGETAELE ORIGIN, DISing expecting merely to see sights; .Massachusetts was recogniz.'d by thei
ISFIED THAT WE HAVE CURED
n
l
to absorb miles of architecture, tons chair. Dapper and well groomed, the! ests, parks, and high i.ountain
Department of the Interior,
PENSED BY TRAINED NURSES, IN
YOU
AND
ENTIRELY REMOVED
dows
Xab
the
within
Forests,
as!
United States Land Office.
who
writes
of granite and listen patiently while gentleman
history
CHARGE OF COMPETENT
DESIRE FOR STIMULANTS.
YOUR
DOCa tna'fer of
Range-festock
1911.
ire
N.
Santa Fe,
M., Jan. 13,
the gentleman who enjoys one about though it were inspired verse. ro3
YOUR MONEY WILL EE REFUNDTORS. THIS MEDICINE IS TAKEN
American
ruled importance to
Notice is hereby given that the fol leans from his seat on a
decrepit and started to speak. As he did so.
ED. THE PRINCIPLE UPON WHICH
HYPOWITHOUT
INTERNALLY,
no--;
lowing-nameclaimant has filed
rising prices
hack and explains that "in the house Lorimer came into the Senate from people in these cays
THE NEAL TREATMENT WORKS
DERMIC INJECTIONS.
IF YOU SO
for food products an
tice of his intention to make final to your right William Seward nar- a cloakroom.
With auburn-hairediminishing
IS TO ELIMINATE FROM THE SYSDESIRE WE WILL BE PLEASED
proof in support of his claim under rowly escaped
assassination" and head held defiantly high and bis wax- - supplies, in propirtion to population,
TO HAVE YOU COME TO OUR INTEM
THE STORED UP POISON
March
of
sections 16 and 17 of the act
"through the door of the 1234 Saloon like face whiter in the pallid light of livestock; and then fore Secretary
IN
HAS ACCUMULATED AFSTITUTE
WHICH
CHARGE
YOUR
OF
l
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended the godlike Webster did walk to get that shines on the chamber, the man Wilson intends tlat ev ry acre of
CONTINUED USE OF
FAMILY
THE
CAN SEE
PHYSICIAN
TER
HE
be made to
at the bar of public opinion walked tional Forest range si
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 his daily tipple of strong liquor."
YOU STARTED ON YOUR TREAT
ALCOHOL.
will
said
e
that
and
without
it
proof
is capbeing spok- produce as much fora; as
Stats., 470),
This and more of the same kind Is through the foyer
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. what one
en to and left the room.
able of doing, consistently with the
if
one
out
is
expects
merely
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M., to
carrying out of the other purposes for
be shown. But if one has eyes
Lodge's Polished Speech.
Full
on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E. to see
which the National For sts are main-Withis
address.
defies Missouri and any
written
and
had
Lodge
for
N.
M.,
of
Albuquerque,
Sturges,
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WAPPY RESULTS.
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It i enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public statements like the following are but
truthful representations of the daily
wots, done in Santa Fe by Doan'i
Kidney Pills.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.
Stant Fe, X. M., says: "Two and '
ha'f years ago I gave a statement fcr
e
publication in regard to my
with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than iver. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so actue at
times that I had to stop work and sitj
down. The trouble
steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew wliat it was
to be free from an ache or pain of
some kind. Soon after I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
aches disappeared and my back became strong."
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
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of placer claims
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interest
watching with considerable
th progress of legislation in congress
designed to remedy the hardships im
posed by the ruling of the department
of the interior in the "Yard" rasa
The chances now appear good for tho
enactment of the proposed remedial
l?g!slation before the end of the present season.
The decision in the "Yard"' case,
which applies to all placer locations
of gold, oil, etc., was in
substance
that only twenty acres may be patented by a company. In New Mexico
and California and elsewhere in the
west, it had been the belief that eight
persons could locate twenty acres for
oil or oilier placer purposes, and then
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sheet.
Mining Deed.
of School Director,
Oaths
sheet
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
ceeded in dry land farming have
The dea carrilij wjti, it control
sheet
Mining Lease.
Certificate
of apportionment
of
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
the
on
live
majority
stock;
pended
Coal Declaratory
acres of land.
0f
Statement,
School Funds,
sheet
exclusive
been
failed
who have
have
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
The Chicosa Fur! company also
sheet
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Coal Declaratory
grain growers.
leased 1,000 acres o; land from the
Statement with
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet
The settler of limited means should Coard Industrial
&
El
Power
of an Attorney,
Af
The
company.
start his work on a dry land farm Forbes and
fidavit and Corroborating
Kennetj mines, which
with a dairy herd of ten or more cows. have an
sheet.
Affidavit,
output of 2"i i0t tons of coal,
These cows will give him a regular are on this
Notice of Right to Water,
'l e new owner of
sheet
land,
cash income beginning with his first the Chicosa Fuel
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
coaipany is state
day in his new home. The native buf senator from
Notice. 4 sheet
Robert
that, .section.
falo grass, where the range is suffi-- .
O'Neill'
with the Colorado
General Blankr.
formerly
feed
cient, is a good milk producing
Fuel and Iron comi my, will manage
Bond for Deed.
sheet
The
land
and
summer
winter.
dry
For Rates and full information address
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
farmers should raise to feed his cows the properties und its new ownersheet
Bond, General Form,
milo for grain, sorgnum sown broad-- snip.
Mr.
is one of the best known
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dose.
cast for hay, and stock melons for a
AX
Official Bond,
sheet
succulent feed. It is very rarely that! coal men in the stale. He started in
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
these three crops ever fail, even in the! as a coal miner and grew from that
'El Paso Texas.
Feb.
13th.
of Mortgage,, full sheet
driest season, if good seed is properly position to be a large operator. He
f
now
is
He
one
2
life.
for
an
sheet
independent
average season,
Application for License.
put in. In
a' half acres of this feed is
moved to Denver,
Retail Liquor IJcense.
sheet
sheet.
Notice of Conveyai ce,
cient to feed a dairy cow through the! Mr. Cox built his own railroad to
his mines and he was frequently re- Certiflcate of Election,
from
winter if she has some range.
Round
sheet
s
Careful farmers in the dry land sec- - ferred to as the only man in the
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
cows got an try who owned all of one railroad. He
FE
with
eheet
,. SANTA
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
average yearly income of S.50 to $50 a originated the expression, "My rail- Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Dates of Sale, Feb. 9th to 13th
cow. Careless farmers with
poor,road is not as 1(,ng as tne Santa Fe
Application for Marriage License,
Return Limit, Feb. 14th, 1911
cows get as low as $12 a year a cow. and gome of tnP rest o .em but Jt js
2
sheet
A hand separator should be used every Djt as wide."
Certiflcate of Birth.
sheet
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
and the cream sold to a creamery,
Certiflcate of Death, 4 sheet
The skim should be fed to the calve3 IT WAS CASE OF
1Butchers' Shipping Notices,
and pigs that are also fed milo. A
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT,
sheet
sow
made
can
be
fair hog pasture
by
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
An acre of
ing wheat and sorghum.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
9.
New
Feb.
Orleans.
Instead
La.,
to
Milo will yield sufficient
grain
Cost Bond,
sheet
in
the
of
West
touring
palatial private
make 100 pounds of good pork.
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
and taking an extended cruise in
cars
land
other
and
dry
Milo, sorghum
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
on
seas
a
tropical
magnificent
The
Via
feed.
private
crops make good poultry
of Administration,
sheet.
Letters
Colonel
William
favyacht,
Beasley Hayes
dry land climate is particularly
2
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
for lay and his bride of four weeks, who was
orable, and hens selected
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
sheet
Miss
Vivian
are
Mitchell
of
St.
if
Louis,
a
are
worth
$2
year rightly
ing eggs
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
of
be
and
other
can
houses
alleged cruelty
telling
taken care of. Good
Declaration in Assumpsit, 2 sheet.
Account
made of sod, straw or- lumber. The shortcomings in the divorce court
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
hens should be cared for and the here today.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
houses cleaned daily. The dry land
Mrs Mitchell the mother of Mrs.
Lease,
sheet
lit-- j
a
to
Is
who
spend
farmer
willing
Hayes, is speeding to New Orleans
!
Lease of Personal Property,
tie time each day with his hens canjfrom st T olis to aid her daugn.
sheet
AT
,nc
RESERVATIONS
AND
Dates
TICKETS
keep from 100 to 200 and add from.ter jn her marital troul,ies.
Mrs.
13
8
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet
CITY OFFICE IN
Sale
of
$200 to $100 a year to his cash in- Mitchell nad not heard o the di(ficul.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
COTTie.
until Pnlnnol HnunH filpH hia no.
tia
Power of Attorney
sheet
f
acre
an
to
From
tition for divorce, and her daughter
Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
Return
close to the well should be plowed a cross bill.
"Muggsy" McGraw.
NEW MEXICAN DLDGL
1911
other office supplies, on application.
Limit
and worked and reworked until it is
is said that the fortune of a half Graw pipes up again. "Wouldn't an
It
School
Blanks.
should
This
thoroughly pulverized.
OR
elephant look funny if he had a bright
Enumeration Form,
sheet
be planted with garden seeds and po- million dollars in bonds that the
red trunk, Kid?"
whose
is
colonel,
age
tatoes in rows far enough apart to
um"Yea, Bo. Maybe he'd be an
given at 62, bestowed on his bride of
be cultivated with a horse.
pire then."
If a large tank is used for watering 20 at the time of the wedding, has
This is some past the limit, and
the stock, it can be filled with water been taken from her, and the palatial Johnstone begins to growl, but he is
of
on
home
their stately
to irrigate. Open a narrow furrow furnishings
still helpless nothing he can soak
the entire length of the row and close Canal street figure in a replevin suit them on. McGraw resumes the brrgbt
to it; pull a straight, round post instituted by a tradesman who claims discussion.
"Does rye or bourbon
the tbat the colonel haB not paid for the make the nose the reddest. Kid?"
through this furrow to smooth
of
ditch
full
run
same.
and
the
then
ground,
"Aw, anything that you dont pax
water. Apply the water after sunMiss Mitchell, who had won a prize over five cents a drink for."
cultivate in a beauty contest, had met the wealdown, and next. morning
"Well, umpires know where to get
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- the rata of $5.0v per hundred: lba.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
Special automobiles furnished t ac- thoroughly to make a mulch that will thy Southern colonel while she was the biggest for the least, dont they?"
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BU8INE88, RERoBTvell, N. SI., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger! hold the water.
"Sure, Mac. Wish I knew where
soliciting in St. Louis for hospital colA RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
MEMBER
Isto make special connections with anj
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
The dry land farmer who follows lections two years ago. She fastened tie place was."
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
land Ilailroad8
"Why, you wouldn't drink what an
had the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with this plan will have a steady cash in- a tag on him, and he at once gave his
Kid?"
would
you,
Mexico
at
Tor
Railroad
New
drinks,
Central
&
Railroad.
his
cows
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
and
NOW
STAMPS
Fe
MORE
come from his
Santa
hens;
Topeka
heart to her and became an avowed umpire
"Naw, because there ain't any left.
Leave Viugin at 8:30 a. m., arrtT ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- chickens and hogs will furnish him suitor for her hand.
TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAY8
AND
SAVE
TIME,
It's all gone into that nose. I'd Just
in Raswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros-we- eggs and meat to eat and sell; his
like to know the place, though, for a
Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at garden will supply his table. Wet or
Leave Roswell at 12:30 . m. arrive
REMEMBER THE NAME.
horrible exawple."
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours La advance. Rate fol dry he will have a good living and
Foley's
And about this time Mr. Johnstone
Honey and Tar for all coughs
05
to
50
lbs.
to
he
accommodate four
needs
cash to pay for everything
special $40.00
Baggage allowance of
PRICE-LIS- T
bronchitis, boils over. Next day the New York
each regular ticket, excess baggage at (ewer passengers to either oolnt.
to buy. Then for surplus funds he and colds, for croup,
hoarseness and for racking lagrippe papers have another pathetic tale
can grow wheat.
on
1Sa
One-lin- e
,.
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inch
No opiates.
Refuse sub about poor, abused McGraw being
Wheat is the cash dry land crop. coughs.
do
10c.
when
didn't
he
lot
same
on
the
off
chased
Each additional line
stamp,
stitutes.
Sold
the
ai.
Capital
It often yields more than the value!
a single thing.
Inches lou,
28s.
One-lin- e
8tamp, 6ver 2 2 and not over 3
of the land in a single season; then
15fc
on
line
Each
stamp,
additional
sometimes
a
there may be
year
twoj
Herewith are some Bargain ottered TIMETABLE ALL
To Investigate Morris.
One-linand not ov er 5 Inches Ions
25.
or three of total failure; and some-- :
Stamp, over 3
by the New Mexican Printing comsuc-Jim Corbett, always on the alert, is
j
times for two or three seasons in
same stamp, 20c.
on
line
LOCAL
TRAINS
Each additional
OklaCode
Civil
of
the
of
the
Carl
Procedure
Morris,
pany:
Investigating
cession a complete success. The dry
We.
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, ahee
homa giant, who slaughtered Marvin
Palace. '
land farmer whose living expenses
The fo'lowing are the time tables are met from his cows, hens and garEach additional tine, same price.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Missouri
C. V. Rimspert, St. Louis; Edward
Hart In three rounds last week. CorPleading forms, $5; Missouri Code af the local railroads:
Willard Bar- bett says he is going to put on the
den, lives well and has no debts iniSeydel, Albiuiuerque;
(Curved lints on Stamp count as two lines.)
former locomotive
the two for f.10.
Pleadings,
the dry years. Then in good years! rows, Chicago; G. E. Seymour, Kan- - gloves with the decide
of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Borders
to take him
Adapted to New Karico Code, Laws of
his wheat nets him in several dollars sas City; E. D. Rodgers, Albuquer- - fireman and may
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
sizes at proportionate prices.
New Mexico, 1399, 1901 and 1903,
Larger
tow.
in
that he is free to use for improve-- que; Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Lavelle,
Leavef
Inch Inch In slz, we chart for on
used is over
Where
type
English and Spanish pamphlets, 35c;
stock
or
more
A.
for
W.
W.
buying
Egan, Quincq, 111.;
oriyer; J.
's. 10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westfull leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
one-haor
Inch
fraction.
each
for
line
Bulle Trefhagen, San Francisco,
land. Dry Farming Congress
Change Name of Doves.
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound. No. 10 eastbound.
tin.
The name of the Boston Nationals
Montezuma.
DATES, ETC.
or more books, Jl each. Nw
12:10
Fe
at
arrive
Santa
Returning
R. M. Baca, A. B. Schley, Albuquer- - may be changed from the Doves to
and
for
town
dst
Dater
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. ra.
Local
any
the "Rustlers." They were called
Rheumatism, Sleeplessness que; O. M. Carter, Boise; R. R.
6
In
t end 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compi- 4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west Backache, from
and
Dater
month,
year
of
day
Ledger
honor
broththe
Doves in
Dovey
disordered kidneys. Donald, Wender, Ariz. ; T. J.
lation Corporation La-- s, 76c. Compi- bound.
3S
now
that Russell is in comRegular line Dater
Kidney Pills have helped others iams, Denver; R. A. Raney, Kansas ers, and
lation Mining L rfs, 50c.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Money
would
e
be
in
a
order.
mand
'
i
change
Model
Dsts?
Band
Deflnanc
B.
Mrs.
J.
Miller, City; C. Fernandez, De Ville, La.; W.
they will help you.
Digest of New Mexico Reports, fuU p. m.
1.58
7:20 p. m, connect with No. 7 and Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a long S. Rose, San Francisco; M. A. Ross,
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
saeep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD.
Mr.
9 westbound;
E. H. Couse and
No. 4 and 8 eastbound. time I suffered with kidney trouble Albuquerque;
Pearl Check Protector
But never follows the use of Foley's
TO AND FROM B05WELL.
PAD8.
8TAMP
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 and rheumatism. I had severe back- and Mrs. A. Watters, De Smet, S. D.;
After R. S. Robertson, Buckman.
aches and felt all played out.
Connection made with Automobile p. m
25 cents; 2 34x4 ,
Honey and Tar, which checks the
15 cent; 2
10 cents; 2x3
,
Coronado.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
75 cents.
Stock-wel4
15
cold.
Mr.
50
3
the
centei
and
expels
cents;
Pills my backache is gone and where
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
P. H. Jacobs, Laramie, Wyo.; J. A. cough
u. u. R. G. Ry.
"It
beats
ADDKE88
Mo.,
says:
Hannibal,
SPECIMENS
FOR
with
1YPE
rheumatic Cooper, Farmington; Miss Dorcas
I used to lie awake
&t 8:50 a. m. and arrives at Ros
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
1 conFol-ey- s
well at 8:30 p. m. Automobiie leaves
pains I now sleep in comfort.
Cooper, city; Samuel Collins, Las Ve- all the remedies I ever usd.
tracted a bad cold and cough and was
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Kidney Pills did wonderful things gas.
One
Sold at the
threatened with pneumonia.
for me." Try them now.
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Capital,
J. R. Oldham, Las Vegas; J. H. Gar- - bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar comLeave 7:30 a. m. connects with No. Capital Phaii.acy.
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
No opiates, Just
ia $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west.
lick, Juarez, Mex.; C. J. Rodew, Albu pletely cured me."
Sold
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
If you want anything on earth try querque; J. C. Mack, Oklahoma; I. M. a reliable household medicine.
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
at the Capital Pharmacy.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
by wire. J. W. Stockaru.
Neil, St. Louis.
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ATHLETIC

TRAINING!

canea in the balance'
this speculation reg

IDEA

''

fiie san p.

:e.:i

if

was on
edge. Arch had not t en. CDIile hack 'M
to dine at the old h mis, ilioimh ho
had several times !o. ''d i:i, 011 his
way home after i; ' ? very far
downtown. So he
Tint t:..d to an
l:o
Moreo
looked
By Martha McCuIloch - William
he had
hapuy. Moreover fur'
cd a new play wltl.r
scrap, in
Uam nul, Mu, by Asbucuilud Literary iTbut.j
i' at fever
spite of having
I he would
Every one I he
Whn Sandford came back from a
v.
f.nmc to her
trip South with a bundle of curls and do well to send his
Oddly
frills, set off with a rosebud mouth people when rehearsal:
enough, nobody vent'i:
say so
and an engaging and artless b'iiik-suU nanner
ncss, it is putting it very miluiy to there was something
which forbade.
say the gang was amazed.
The Willards felt that !,ey shonH
Sandford, the soul of capacity, the
,
stern Judge, the fellow who had fchow the gang's appr.-- nM of MabI
they did it by a spec:..! Manilla din-- '
weighed in the balance every friend
ner.
and emotion he had ever cherished
Next day but one Ath Ware ran in
before allowing himself to cherish
to see Mabel, who hei'-';- opened the
them! It was beyond reason or caldor, and held up a uirring hand.
culation they shook foreboding heudi
she
behind his back, and to his face gave "If you come in, walk soft!-..him felicitations that were ghastly in said. "Mary Is sick- - the doctor pays'
their exaggeration. But Mrs. Sand- - she has missed pneun.onia by hie i,;r- She s asleep now
ford nobody ventured somehow to rowest squeak.
call her Mabel, albeit
was ' in the living room ui'h nil the win-- !
a rigid gang rule smiled small soft dows open. Air is th, Rt'eat thing,
"
smiles over the felicitation?, and mur- you know
"Anybody else would iet her get It
mured that she hoped Archer's frieudi
In a hospital," Ada said with an odd
would find a tiny space for her.
':'.' el was as vl
She was a nice little thing all feeling in her throat,
of Sand- - neat as conld be, b:i' her face
to
what
that.
But
agreed
Coach A. A. 8taafli University of Chicago.
eyes heavy.
ford's future? Arch was none so easy strained and lined, h
i
The eyes became sudd ly vivid,
Coach A. A. Stags of the University should have a degree of proficiency In to live with. Moreover, his work al- 01
It
me
"If
had
been
couldn't
a
enif
he
had
suffered
yo'i
rasping
Of Chicago has
evolved
the new many forms of exercise and recrea- ways
if I
.!
have driven Mary av.a
And with this ridiculous
vironment.
American Idea" for athletlo training tion."
nad tl,e Plague." she s
When she fij
In the educational Institutions of the
The maroon teacher's requirements child at the head of his establishment,
,s wel1 enough, we ar
Ha 10 send VJ.'
land. Departments founded for the for directors of physical education are he oould not help but be rasped. It
to seo Der Pe"J
her
she
how
showed
knew
little
that
she
present and future welfare of all the probably stricter than those enforced
Archer has promised !t to l'ie for my
directors In the majority of colleges. In dis- insisted upon keeping houso the gang
students, with specialized
birthday present."
affected studio life and bohemian dinand improved facilities, Is the coach's cussing the ideal director he says:
"What will you do without her?"
"I Bhould say first of all, that he ners.
plan for the correct physical culture
The married members tried to warn Ada asked by this tla.e the gang had
of college youths.
should have the Instinct of an educaCoach Stagg"s Ideals are embodied tor. He should have a broad col- her to point out the servant problem, decided that the Sandfords had by
ta a report entitled "Some Comments legiate training so that he would have the Janitor pitfall, but all in vain. Wil-lar- unheard-o- f luck found the one perfect
servant.
said pityingly:
of Physical Education," prepared for breadth of vision.
It would serve
Mabel looked a little thoughtful.
but ignor"Nothing is Invincible
the Society of Directors of Physical bim well If In college he could spe"Why, we shall get somebody," she
Education In Colleges, of which he Is cialize In psychology and the theory ance. Sandford's wife knows nothing
president. In giving details for more of education. He should have normal of anything and you can't make her said. "Until we do, Arch will put up
with my cooking. You know he's perefficient work In athletic lines he em- training In a good school of physical know."
"Yes, provincial to the core," Mrs. fectly angelic."
phasizes the moral and educational education, either preceding or follow"It's really plti- The riddle remained until Mary
Importance of athletics In centers of ing this with a complete course la Willard responded.
waB leaving. Ada had volunteered to
medicine. While In college he should
learning.
In addition to caring for the stu- have been interested In and closely
go part of the way with her her own
dents' health and morals Coach Stagg studied gymnastics and athletics and
people, it appeared, lived on the same
recommends training that will benefit participated in them as much as posline, so there was talk between the
two girls despite their differing stathe collegians after graduation.
sible.
"An Ideal scheme of physical education. Ada was above the snobbery of
"It has been truly said that the phytion, It seems to me, would not be sical director has more Influence on
patronage to any clean and
human being.
complete unless It provided the stu- student morals than any other teachdent with the training for recrea- er. That then indicates the necessity
"Why! It was Mrs. Sandford hertional exercise in after life," he says. of the director being a man of high
self showed me the difference be"To that end, therefore, student3 Impulses, of fine personality,
tween bad ways and good ones," Mary
should be taught and encouraged to
sympathetic and honest. Hia
explained. "She knew a lot and bent
master with some degree of proficienher mind all the time to learning
public and private relations with stumore. But she was that ehy of hav
cy swimming, bowling, handball, baske- dents demand frankness with sympat-ball,
thy, justice with firmness and uncomtennis, golf, boating,
ing folks know it, most of all her hus
band. 'It helps a man so to think he
horsemanship etc., so that he promising honesty."
has something soft and helpless to
take care of,' she told me once. And
MANAGE OWN RACING STABLE GOOD POINTS IN FOOTBALL
she'd laugh and say: 'Mary, we don't
know so much, both of us put togethOther
It
TeacHes
Things
PlayKing George Announces Thorough- Among
er, but don't you think we can learn,
er Value of Moderation In Eatbreds Will Be Raced Next Year
with love teachine us?'
ing and Drinking.
Under lyiajesty's Colors.
"Yes, ma'am, she meant love of
your work, your husband,
everything
reno
is
There
been
doubt
that
has
football
Is
announcement
a
The
your home. She's the sort that will
ceived by several prominent American very strenuous sport, and that it has
make any girl worth her salt. You
turfmen that King George of England more than a dash of danger in it.
Just have to do the best that's in you
would personally conduct bis stable But, after all, It has Its use, declares
for a lady that expects nothing else."
of thoroughbreds on the English the Baltimore Sun, and possibly they Affected Studio Life and Bohemian
That night Ada wrote Linson a long,
examwill
the
its
follow
in
and
next
outweigh
the
dangers
tracks
year
long
Dinners.
long
letter, and Mary's saying was
run.
Is
most
It
Edward.
for
the
a
of
his father, King
part clean,
ple
there occasional ful to think of Arch with such a the text of it. He answered it in perKing George has always been a manly sport, though
son; they went back to town married.
some coward career ahead of
creeps Into a line-ngreat admirer of racing and before as- ly
him, swallowed up In Mabel then gave a dinner, not up to
who
takes
of
the
was
advantage
throne
opportunthe
prominently
cending
a slough of domesticity."
the double standard of herself, plus
ity offered to wreak personal spite or
"He'll escape the slough wop't last Mary, but still more than passable.
to gain victory by dirty work. The
six months," Bent said airily.
As Llnson and Ada went away he
game Itself teaches young men in the
"Yes, he'll find even he can't dramsaid, patting her hand softly:
first place, the necessity for taking
atize butchers' mistakes, nor the
"Mabel is a real home missionary.
care of themselves physically.
It
woes of washday," Llnson "We'll go
teaches them that moderation in eat- added.
hunting an apartment with
a real kitchen tomorrow."
ing and drinking is of the highest
Ada Ware,
Linson's sweetheart,
value in putting athletes In condition !
But after a minute she
and keeping them there, and it is thus only sighed.
PUNISHED THE WRONG BOY
useful in forming their habits of life. said smiling:
"Who'll bet that we are never asked
Then It teaches them on the field that
to a Sandford dinner? Arch is so hos- But What
Happened to Boy for Whom
instant, unhesitating obedience to
"
command is absolutely necessary to pitable, he'll want us
Whipping Was Intended Is
us
"And
he'll
have
same
the
Just
Not Told.
success; that they must not stop to
but not at homo to bother wine," Bent
question the advisability or argue the
the bottle to the mid"Judge Ford's story about his
expediency of a movement decided chanted, pushing
of the table.
schoolmate, who, after having put on
upon by the leader, but that they dle
They were dining at Marella's, and a lot of extra clothes In anticipation
must Instantly obey.
had prolonged the session by an extra of a whipping, had to stand for two
bottle, flavoring the wine with gossip hours close to a
t
stove, re-of their friends. There were regular minds me of something that happen- Marella nights, but at the next of ed to me when I was a kid," says
them only a handful of the gang apBanker A. E. McKee.
peared the fringe as It were. All the
"I was on my way to see the prin-- !
inner circle had been asked to dine at cipal of our school about something
the Sandfords', and had accepted as or other, one day, when I came across
one1 person.
a playmate In deep distress. He said
King George.
"No! I didn't cook a thing. Isn't that he had a letter for the principal,
a law against cruelty to guests
but was too busy to deliver It. Would
Baltimore is making strenuous ef there
engaged in most of the English claseven If they are your friends?" Mabel I take It along?
Edof
death
King
sics. After the
forts to get Bob Unglaub of the Wash"Sure I would, and I did. But no
asked, from the head of the table.
ward, however, those of His Majesty's ington team.
It was simply but flawlessly ap- sooner had I handed it to the princi- horses which were In training were
It is about time for another celeb pointed even
Mrs. Willard, a fashion pal than he seized me by the coat
run in the name of Lord Derby.
rity to "refuse to coach the Harvard authority and social critic, had to ad- collar and gave me a
royal 'hiding.'
is
that
from
news
baseball team."
The
England
" Tvhat'B this for7' I demanded
mit as much. And the viands matched
King George has decided to take up
Georgo Huff, the Cubs' aggressive
were
when I got through yelling. 1 haven't
they
simple but delicious
the famous thoroughbreds and will scout, is scouring the woods in search moreover,
they appeared almost to done anything.'
enter all the horses In his own name. of the ideal bat.
serve themselves,
'"Read that!' he said, and he
Ma
The latest Issue of the English racing
Editor Travis of an eastern goll bel now and thennotwithstanding
said plaintively to thrust out the letter of which I had
of
the
official
Journal
the
calendar,
magazine is maintaining his record for her husband:
been the innocent bearer. And this
of the continuous
Jockey Club, contains details
play In amateur tourneys.
"Won't
is the way the letter read:
the
fram
you
get
the
things
entries for next season's meetings
Arthur Shafer, Giant utility infleld-er- , sideboard? Neither
"'This boy has tormented me past
Mary nor I know
has the distinction of being the Just how
that have already entered Into on beyou dear people like to have all endurance. Me richly deserves a
half of the King. The engagements first American baseball player to go them
whether the cheese comes be- whipping that he will not soon forrelate to the New Market, Second Oc- to Japan as a coach.
fore or after, and about the cordials get.'
Doncaster
Club,
Western Golf association leaders and so on."
tober, Bath, Bibury
"The letter was signed by our teachSpring, Gatwick October, Hurst Park want a few more concessions from the
er. Well, I got the whipping
no
was
There
ban
all
notupon
smoke,
and
Whitsun, Newbury Summer
reluctant east, so they are reviving
withstanding the freshness of every- right, but I should like to tell you
Park first summer meeting.
that familiar war talk once more.
thing. After dinner things went well what happened to the boy for whom
Tommy Burns Just can't stay reBent Bang, Willard told his best sto- the whipping was really intended
Canadian
tired. Now the
says he will ries, Mrs. Willard concealed at least when I met him next day."
Omaha Signs Pickering.
return to the fighting game and battle two stlckfuls of matter for her next
OHle Pickering, the veteran outLangford If he can cure a bad knee. article from suggestions In what she
Preferred the Baby.
fielder who distinguished himself wfth
"Muggsy" McGraw, manager of the was seeing. Ada Ware sighed
"A Michigan bear carried off a baby
happily
the Louisville American association Giants, arises and remarks that he at finding no
A guitar served from a
piano.
blackberry patch when it
team last season has been signed for will get In condition this spring with to accompany the songs, but Llnson
might have had all the blackberries
Mr. the Intention of Jumping into the game had to
the 1911 season by Pa Rourke.
play it
It could have eaten."
Rourke says Pickering will be placed occasionally.
Mabel shook her head at the bare
"That was distinctly complimentary
somewhere In the outfield, but does
Handing titles to athletes has not thought of such a thing: "I can't
play to the babyj'.
not know where, ncfcering was In proved suocessful In the past and I hardly even love music
except balOmaha In 1898, when he did good Mahmont' will be working nnder a lads and
hunting songs," she said.
A Recollection.
work for the local team. His start in sort of hoodoo defending that passed
Ada reached to press her hand,- say"Did it take you long to learn the
the baseball world was made in Co- to him by Gotch.
half
I
under
"Thank
ing
breath,
you
college yell?"
lumbus, O., In 1896. He was with the
Elliott, new lnflelder of the New
I come now and then to your
1907, with Wash York Highlanders, has fallen heir to May
"No, Indeed. I yelled the first night
St Louis Browns innext
oasis? I live In a howling Jungle, the
sophomorea got me."
year with the 130,000 left by a relative. That is not with seven
ington in 1908, the
pianos, a phonograph and
millers of Minneapolis and last year enough to put him out of the game, be a
Oh, Fudge!
young woman studying for opera."
With LoulsviUe.
says. Only the umpire can do that
e
"You
if you like I like Four times In on half hour I rose
needed slumber
From
In
much
my
the Steps of Solomon.
Jolly.
you," Mabel answered In the same To go downstairs
and tell some one:
Two
a
women
certain
before
came
of
In
Hereafter
the
Fto
key.
They met
"Nope, you've got the wrong number."
deeach
a
fat
with
magistrate
pullet,
on
dead
men
the
man'i
Altogether she made a good if faint
jlon. "Fifteen
claring that it belonged to herself. impression chiefly by the things she
jphestt" bellowed Stevenson's Pirate The
How It Happened.
seat
from
his
magistrate
high
!Hal Jolly old football song, that!"
did not say and do. There was no
"How's
remarked the tall ofthis?"
frowned
woman.
at
the
first
heavily
xclalmed the hero of the college
effacing herself, Just a lack of
fice boy with the newspaper. "Here Is
novel which, though recent, was al- "Does this pullet belong to Mrs.
And when the party broke where an educated monkey ran a sewJonesr he asked her. "No, indeed, it up she
ready dead. Puck.
fairly dragooned Archer into ing machine."
don't sir," she replied. Then he
"Aw, that's nothing," sneered the
turned to the other woman. "Does this taking home Mrs. March, a merry
widow, who had made a condescension
short office boy. "Yesterday I saw
cerJust a Few Notes.
pullet belong to Mrs. Smith?"
of coming. He got back in a vile tema mouse run a typewriter."
Ton are not In It with me," sneered tainly does not," she replied. "The per, but said only to his wife:
"Come off!
What are you giving
the
pullet,"
magistrate then decreed,
the nightingale. "Why, you can't
"If this is part of the programme,
me? Where did this happen?"
"does not belong to Mrs. Jones nor
tooch a high note at all." "True,"
when next you feed Hons, I shall have
"Right In the old man's office. The
the ostrtoh, "not my feathers does It belong to Mr. Smith. The pul- business In Buffalo or somewhere."
mouse came from under the desk and
Is
mine.
let
Take
It
to
round
more
In
a
the
notes
10
reach
can
day
He did not mean It Mabel under- made, for the pretty typewriter, and
than you oould In a th on sand years." bouse and give It to my cook."
stood. .She waited
.then ahe.'g running, yet," .
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YOUR SALESMAN

may speak to twenty persons a day

praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBES to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

d
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GOSSIP OF
SPORTDOM

3

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

;--i

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column th?.t you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises thi
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING HATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you m
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
.
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ried for one cent, but that the adver-- ' killed H. H. Hargis, an agent at that
district number o, w':. re he went to OUTBREAKS ARE NOT
IMPORTANT. tising, which in some magazines is place of the E. P. & S. W. railway. His
examine the nunils o; He schools. and
the teachers.
twice the weight of the reading mat-- ' defence, it is said, will be what is
the work
topics
inspect
Nenieeio Rivera has- harge of the
(Continued From Page One.)
ter, should pay four cents a pound,
popularly known as the "unwritten
Ci 'iiega school, with i attendance of
After the White House conference law." The other case is that of
ndido Ortiz is; exit entered the chest on the left side it was decided to hold a
I'll.
Lewis
At Agua Fria
meeting of of his Tapia, charged with the murder
d school, with; and finally went through the thorax
Denver, Colo., Feb. 9 The
conducting a very
stepdaughter, Miss Nora Stewthe committee.
Postmaster
General
N forecast is fair weather to!r. Conway re- and made its final exit on the right
an attedance of 52.
when asked to explain the art, on the 19th of January, this
Hitchcock,
are manifest-- side.
at Tapia's ranch on the Mesa
night and Friday with not
ports that the pare;
proposition said if adopted it would year,
in school afmuch change in temperature.
Writing to Mother.
Aragon, west of Santa Rosa.
ing an unusual inn
six
to
millions
five
a
reduce
deficit
the
e
Further down the aisle of cots on
A number of civil cases, in which
fairs, and seem easo ter their
year.
dren to learn Engli;
sttper- - each of which lies a wounded soldier.
was indicat- Judge Wright was interested as an
it
discussion
From
the
iniendent is today vr ins the schools most of them shot in the legs, is a man ed a Majority of the committee prob-ab- attorney previous to his appointment
THE GRAY NORMS.
district iiura-- I writing a letter. He is young, he has
(By Kdwin Markham in tiie Vedenta at Cieneguitas, sc!i
favored the plan, but the vote as judge, and consequently disquali
nta Fe, school! not been long in the service, but alM agazitie.)
her 2.1, and lower
fied to try, will be heard by Judge
will be close.
'iihly
pro
on
demands
ready he understands its
What do you bring in your sacks. district number 4.
""
amendments Mechem, who will be here on the
Several
He pens a
important
Mounted Immigrat e jobs Fifty-- the youth of his country.
Gray Girls?
15th.
examination lew linos in a wobbly, hand, slops, cogl- - favored by Postmaster General Hitchand sorrow.'
four men are taking
Judge Henry Swan, an attorney of
One
to
of
bill.
the
from
made
winces
were
the
cock
the
t!ltes.
pro
pain
of
What is that mist that behind you at El Paso, Texas, fi he position
came down to assist the
Tucumcari,
of
$50,an
n,s
1LS allu lles "own lur viding for
ull,!us ln
appropriation
whirls?
mounted inspector i the immigrain the prosecution
district
attorney
exi
recover
monent
to
his composure, 000 for an investigation by actual
"The souls of
tion service, which
being held ina
Then the writing is resumed. He had periment of conducting a parcels post of the McNabb case.
examin-ueThe
the federal court roi
Judge E. R. Wright was confined
"
What are those shapes on the windy ations will be con'
tomorrow, finished but one word. It was "queri-da.- on rural routes. It is proposed that to his bed
word
second
yesterday. The physicians
the
He
started
establishbe
such a parcels post route
coasts?
in the immi-.ay- s
This is a new posit;
In attendance think he will be able to
mam then he fell over and in a few ed and
not
eleven
"The dead souls going."
exceeding
packages
$1380 per
gration service and
resume court business Thursday.
seconds was asleep. He was writing pounds be
the annum.
And what are those loads on
carried, and in that mana letter to his mother.
to
the
cost,
backs of the ghosts?
governner, the actual
Held on Assault Charge Teodoro
Then Another Remembers Mother. ment be ascertained.
BISHOP O. W. WHITAKER OF
"The seed of their sowing!"
Johnson was arrestt by the police
His companion on the next cot is
PENNSYLVANIA IS DEAD
on
No
the
of aggravat- also
proaction was taken
at El Paso, on a
He stops and thinks besenators
some
Try a Rayo Lamp, which you will ed assault, complain1 being made by tweenwriting.
advocated
position
by
much
the lines, but he is older,
Feb. 9. Right Rev.
find at Goebels.
Johnm has been older and better able to stand pain, that the government take over the OziPhiladelphia,
Rosa, Anaya.
W. Whitaker, bishop of the ProtDid You See that Marathon Race at
a
in
half
service
and
operated
transferred to the county jail
for youth is not used to it. He is pneumatic
estant Episcopal diocese of Central
the Elks' last night, if not see it to- will be
dozen cities.
given a hearing in county writing and smiles now and then,
chance.
Pensylvania died today.
last
It's
The
of
your
night.
the
government
by
purchase
court.
fast
looks
his
at
companion
stops,
Marriage License Issued A marLecture at High School The lec- asleep, takes the
written sheet this property was opposed by Mr.
riage license was issued at Albuquer- ture of Professor Nelson of Califor- from his hand andpartly
The New Mexican Prlnttng comat it. Then Hitchcock who urged that a commis
glances
que i i Julius J. Miller and Mabel
of
of
and
sion,
cheeks.
partly
He
to
postal
a
partly
be
his
down
on
tear
of
trickles
the
Incaa
given
I'eru,
nia,
pany has prepared civil and criminal
Leahy, hath of Iowa.
he was writing business men be appointed by the dockets especially for the use of Jushe Archaeolog-jlav- s
letter
aside
the
under
the
hoauspices
Claire
in
the
SALE of furniture
He too, is now president to make an investigation of tices of the peace. They are especialical Society, will t
place on next land starts another.
tel, beginning at 10 o'clock in the
the worth of the tube system.
He naa
to
mother.
his
the
School
at
High
writing
Monday
evening
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
morning of Saturday, February 12th.
gotten her at first, he was going to
either Spanish or English, made of
sets,
pillows.
Bedroom
mattresses,
to his sweetheart in Mexico JUDGE E. R. WRIGHT
write
Not
Dr.
Was
Impressed
good record paper, strongly and durMcCarthy
tables, chairs, etc.
and
Dr. Thomas A Mrf.irthy has return-- j City, but his mother, ah, she is way
IS TAKEN ILL. ably bound, with leather back
The Law and the Man which was
to
write
covers and canvas sides, hall full
where he went off in Queretaro. Yes, he will
ed from Albuquerq
shown at the Elks' last night, was a
of Justices
on husiness and wh, ,e he had the on- - his motner nrst ana ten ner ue ia wen Convenes Court at Santa
Rosa, Gua- index in front and the fees
very pleasing picture to everyone who
for it would never do to tell ones
and
constables
of
the
of
the
tm
printed
attend!
peace
portttnity
is
Docket
an
see
lasti
to
it
dalupe County
attended. If you failed
ln full on the 3rst page. The pages
The doctor says th;n it was not im- mother that he is lying on a hospital
One.
Unusually
Large
night, see it tonight.
his
legs.
are 10
inches. These hooks are
as the aerii'l ascensions did cot with bullet wounds in
Quit Claim Deed A quit claim! pressive
Doctors, nurses, all with the gentle
not take place. 1' seems the bird
9. District made up ln civil and criasinal dockets,
N.
Feb.
Santa
M.,
office
Rosa,
in
the
recorded
was
deed
today
like crafts showed too close attrac ness wmcn is Known 10 no uiuei iiiu court was convened here with Judge separate of 32 pages each, or with
of the probate clerk from H. B. Cart
tion for Mother Earth and did not go tession, pass iooa aiong rue aisie,
on the bench. The court both civil and criminal bound- in one
E. R.
80 paes civil and 320 pages
wright to C. W. Dudrow, for lots in up in the air. Dr. .McCarthy called tne injured some iooq then a little officersWright
book,
are District Attorney
precincts Nos. 4 and 7. The consider- at the headquarter of the Beavers 'medicine and pass along to the next. H. H. present
P. criminal. To introduce them they are
McElroy, Clerk Charles
whose
ation was $10.
offered at the following prices
are
angels
them
They
ministering
found
ami
in the Duke City
for
Downs,
grand
jury.
stenographer
Cumbres Pass is Opened Cumbres more
$2.7C
Civil or Criminal
gentle thing Miss Belle
He said the Beav- presence is the only
entertaining.
court
reporter, Combined Civil and Crimin.--J .. 4.00
Parker;
pass, on the Denver & Rio Grands ers have their furni'ure and are ap- about war.
M.
Miss Olga Miller; Sheriff J.
railroad in Rio Arriba county, which
For 45 cents additional for a singls
ready to ntjoy comfortable
Court Interpreter George Sena,
has been blockaded two days by snow parently
or 55 cents additional for a
OF
EMBLEM
club life.
docket,
Laba-die- .
EAGLE,
T.
and
grand jury interpreter,
was opened yesterday, and through JOKE MAY MEAN 45
combination docket, they will he sent
FREEDOM, IS HERE.
line was
traffic on the narrow-gaugor prepaid express. Cash ln
DAMAGE SUITS.
of
Under
instructions
Judge by mail
resumed.
order. State
Was Caught in Socorro and Was Sent Wright, the grand jury, with Adolfo full must accompany
The Yaqui Girl is one of Pathe's
rom rage One.)
plainly whether English or Spanish
to Governor Mills By Mrs, Ryan
(Continued
as
its
Grzelchowski
foreman,
began
beautiful hand colored films and is
and Mrs. Gonzales'
work at once. It is probable
that printed heading is wanted.
at the Elks' tonight. Your last stitut.es
$o,71 3.42 ;
court
prisoners
as
as
the
court will last
long
chance.
district mmrneys $1,388.-15- ; The eagleking of birds, the stand- fund of $G,000, now on hand will last.
51S.178.35;
r
In the New Ad for the
and
the
Hood
of
ancient
the
ard
bonds $90,366.SS:
$4,997.76;
Romans,
takes about $300 a day to run CHICHESTER S PILLS
Furniture Co. in This Issue, Spe- artesian wells $4,4:7. 10; miscellane- gold standard of ten dollars in this As it fiere
BRAND.
a
this will mean 20 days of
court
lriii?iMt. for
emyts. Letil"J Anli vour
cial Attention Is Called to the Lace ous 35S.654.73; Tola! $::,U3.S19.S7.
4 tAri!
uiarnmid Hmml
country, the eagle, the national
cases
l
criminal
Two
court.
important
I111
in
metalliA
and
iiold
all
sizes
in
and
and Arabian Curtains
blem of this country, is here, alive, will take up a portion of the time.
sealed with Blue Kilbon.
Certificates Granted.
k.
V'a l'"'.
fo
TnLe no other, lttiv f votir
designs, and the new line of carpets
The department
"
public instruc- and possessing all the strength, size, First is the McNabb murder trial. He
Umjrarlrtt.
JHASIONII
for a.i
If you are tion announced todny ihat a profes- grfireful figure, keenness of vision and
which have just arrived.
Ii)J..
is charged with having on the 13th
Always Relif-years known as ilest,
of
the
interested in beautifying the home, sional life certificate lias been grant- perhaps extraordinary flight,
of October, in the town of Vaughn,
SOLQBVCRijCGiSTSf.VERVWiif!i
read the ad.
ed to Miss Mata Tva of Albuquerque. bird known to every one.'
From 18 to 46 Degrees That was A similar certificate will be granted
Theeegle arrived in the city today.
of but it did not come through the air in
the range in temperature yesterday, to Superintendent .1. H. Wagner
and the average relative humidity Las Cruces upon his submission of an all its majesty but chose an overland,
Designs in Filigree Work,
EXCLUSIVE Cut
was 43 pr cent. The lowest tempera- additional unit of irofessional work. express route.
Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
It was sent to Governor Mills by
ture last night was 20 degrees. Yes- One will be granted to Miss Ora
Newest Designs.
in
the
Mrs.
and
she
of
when
Socorro
of
Mrs.
gives
Portales
John Ryan
terday was a clear and pleasant day
with nearly normal temperature.' The one additional unit in professional Elauterio Gonzales of San Antonio,
GOLD AND 5IVER NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
The eagle was
work and an additional unit in aca in Socorro county.
departure was one degree above.
demic work.
captured in eastern Socorro county,
WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
airs. jeii- Ueatns at Aiouquerque
and Mrs. Ryan and Mrs. Gonzales
Service Discontinued.
can desire in the Jewelry line.
nie Buckley, wife of Homer Buckley,
you
Washington. Feb. 9 The star serv- thought it a good idea to send it to
died at Albuquerque yesterday at the
which
state
new
discontinued
of
the
ordered
the governor
ice has been
Tne Re,iable Jeweler.
age of 41 years. Miss Margaret Ryan
from Vocant to Hagerman, Chaves will soon be admitted to the Union
I UllM
San Francisco
aged 2" years, died at Albuquerque.
and enjoy the privileges for which the
from February 11.
She is the daughter of a banker at county,
stands
of
freedom"
A Puzzler.
bird
, "eagle,
Newcastle. Nebraska. Mrs. Oottrell,
The attorney general has a nice
died at
formerly of Albuquerque,
Just what will be done witn me
matter for legal consideration. It is
Clayton. Union county.
is not known but it is said that
eaele
letter
in
the
raised
following
Below Freezing at Las a point
Twenty-twenthe
studied
Adjutant General Brookes will look
by
which now is being
Vegas "A rude shock waited Las Ve- tire office force:
after the imperial bird until the govhis wishgas people when they arose this
Dear Sir: I rite you this once in ernor gets home and makes
you
you Will always find just
looking
morning. The floor was icy cold and order to know if in regard some es known about the matter.
of
steam
their breath sent off clouds
in
any property
as they hastily hurried to pull down Thing robberyof from,Peace have any
the
BEVERIDGE ON RECIPROCITY.
the Justice
The
thermometer
windows.
the
when the complaint, is a Brothright
the
dropped to ten above during
(Continued from Page one.)
er in law, of the Justice of the Peace,
night. During the past two days it and beside that if the Justice of the
HATS
has kept above freezing most of the
the right, to issue any or- States of certain inventions of his
has
Peace
time."
DONT FORGET TO TRY
OUR SHOE STOCK IS THE MOST
der, for the Cateo, all the houses, in used in rifling for firearms. for
this
Mulock has letters patent
County Schools County the Community in such cases, or the
Visiting
COMPLETE IN SANTA FE.
Conthe
him
to
V.
by
John
issued
School Superintendent
houses only is there any malicias rifling process
way, returned last evening from a please excuse me this once and 1 United States patent office in Novem
school trip to La Cienega. school disfor your apinion in this cases ber, 1906, and January, 1907, respecttrict number G, and Agua Fria, school wait,
ively, and it is alleged the United
and
Mulock's patent in
I be oblige! e to you, Yours Truly. " States has used
of firearms without
manufacture
the
Another Library.
.
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
him a royalty.
The traveling school libraries are giving
Senator Guggenheim today also inAND
FORMS.
the
and
in
department troduced a bill to pay Loran B. Syltoday
LAWS, RILS
demand,
of public instruction shipped library vester of Monte
Vista, Colo., $10,174
Published September, 1910. AH Laws on
i
No. 3 to the Estancia Public Schools. as
compensation in full for loss of
all Classes of Corporations, on. Banking This library is composed of the folowned by him ranging in the
of the auth- sheep
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Com- lowing books, the names
Rio Grande national forest, their loss
ors given first:
being caused, it is alleged by the ar
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
Addison, Sir Roger de Coverley.
bitrary and improper acts of agents
Statehood does not affect this book
Alexander-Blake- ,
Graded
Poetry of the forest service.
as Territorial laws remain in force No. 122.
Magazine Postage.
under state constitution.
There will
Alexander-Blake- ,
Graded
Poetry
be no revision for three years.
Washington, Feb. 9. The question
No. 6.
whether magazines with extensive adBaldwin, Famous Men of Rome.
935
vertising sections are paying the gov$7.00
Baldwin, Don Quixote for Young ernment a reasonable
price for carryPeople.
Write for Circular.
I
CidfV
ing the periodicals through the malls
"71
III II II
Aeneid.
the
of
Brooks, Story
was discussed today in the senate
C. F. KAN EN Santa Fe, M. N
Allardyce, Punctuation.
and post
committee on
j
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Andrews Cash

No. 4
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Grocery and Bakery
00

si

16

!bs for

ehil-Tii-

00

si

Sugar

j

1

l:

j

'Sea-san-

d

'

i

35c

41b

25c.

Fresh Eggs

Fresh Tomatoes l!b

20c.

"Merritts Best" Butter 21b. for

Sweet Potatoes

Dz.

65c

j

20c and 25c

Fish per lb.

Oranges

Dz.

20c. to 60c

Lemons

Dz.

30c

Smelt per lb.

35c

Sausages

25c

-

j
i

Large Bananas

Dz.

Fresh Poultry

Every Friday

and Fish

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

30c

7

Dressed Hens per lb.

21c

lc

Dressed Springs per lb.

2!c

6

25c

100

Pinto Beans

for

31b.

clii-ns-

100

25

Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35

Bars Pearl White Soap

25c

Bars Pearl White Soap

$3.85
25c

Dutch cleanser

3

"aero-meet-

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.
F. Andrews

Phone

No.

4.

Ca-sau-

bum-din-

GIass

IE Its Cut

"or

Silverware flat
hollow) Jewelry

of

-

--

s'K

Askfort'IJI-t'llKs-TE-

quality in

of

our line.
Mark on it It

We Guarantee Satisfaction

M ) Lrenuine.

at

Kuy-kenda-

HAWKES

The Popular Gift Store.
S.

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

HC

satisfaction assumed

HKol bLAbb CORRICK'S HACK LINE
HACK SERVICE

K--

fcs-i'-

Electroliers or any

thing

No piece with-

j

any kindNovel
tiesFiligree Work

mmmmw
out this Trade

Akers-Wag-ne-

p,fS'p1

SSKp

5t.

AT THE CASH STORE

o

Bnggies and Saddle Horses

Vnfi7

what

are

for

The BEST in Clothing

The same in

THE BIG STORE

rar?

Sample Line Ladies Waists
Fifteen

Hundred

Beautiful

entire

Waists,

LOW

PRICES.

Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

per

cent

ON

THE

mmmmi Yes,

DOLLAR.

Pages,

The Lot is limited only numbering

I

Early choosing will be an advantage to you. All are
new. All are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
Very
embroidery trimmed, with the. Dutch neck.
season
this
popular

:::::::::::
::::::::::::

fill

Ii;

VW S0C01ATE5

fmcst
You will never
lrow iryow good
Gexrxdy goj be

The World's

to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.
your order if you can't
caUat the stor6 and
same will be filled immediately.

JZ
OCiiU lie
Be

Sure to examine the line now its
-

I tjillyou try tie&G

IT

Nathan Salmon.

Is
How the World
Carpenter.
Clothed.
Coe, Modern Europe.
Cooper, Last of the Mohicans.
Holder, Half Hours with Fishes,
Reptiles, and Birds..
Klugh, Tales From the Far North.
Lansing, Life in the Greenwood.
Lincoln A., Selections.
Longfellow, Hiawatha.
McDonald & Dalrymple, Manuel in
Mexico.
McDonald & Dalrymple: Rafael in
Italy.
Madison, Peggy Owen.
Maitland, Heroes of Chivalry.
Miller, What Tommy Did.
m
Morris. Heroes of Discovery
America.
Otis, Peter of New Amsterdam.
Parsons, Plays and Games.
Perry & Beebe, Four American PiO'
neers.
Kamce, Moufflon.
Richards, Pig Brother.
Rives, Tales From Dickens.
Smith, Bunny Boy and Grizzly
Bear.
Stockton, Young Master of Hyson
Hall.
Tappans, Old Ballads in Prose.
Wilkinson, Agriculture.
Forman, Civics.
Total number. 32.

Are Considered toDe

If you are planning

a good stocking.

Always fresbycxt
HI

.

Tailor and Clothier.

tf

i
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first
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sample line of New York's leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very

and FURNISHINGS

lllllll

PHARMACY.
SSS

mm

fmmir

1

between ManCollege street.
Monogram D. W. A. Return to D. W.
Anderson.
LOST

You Can Rehnish a
Piece of Your Furni

ture at Our

postoffices

Expense

road3.

The discussion was An connection
X
V"
iMJWl 111.
f I
JfM I
with an amendment proposed to the
Call at Oar Store
postal appropriation bill to increase
for
Materials, Free
the rate from 1 to 4 cents a pound.
No decision was reached and the con
want to prove to- you, how
imple how easy it is to make
troversy will be continued today.
an
old piece of furniture like
Until today there had been no in'
new what beautiful,
lasting results
dication that the fight between the
you can get from lohusun s Materials.
we
what
is
an
f t mi aar
Here
give.
postofflce department and the pub
bottle of Johnson's Klectric Solvo to instantly remove the old
Ushers was to be renewed this ses
s
of
Wood
A
bottle
Johnson
Dye choose your shade from list
jififejfinish.
111, hJbelow
sion of congress. This morning, howto beautifully color the wood.
Wax
to
A
that beautiful
of
impart
Johnson's Prepared
package
ever, the question was taken up at the
effect protect the finish against heel marks and scratches
The It will not catch or hold
White House at a conference.
or
dust.
dirt
,
president, it Is said, supported the
contention of the postmaster general
that some action should be taken to assist the department to reduce
is not a mere stain not siirrply a surface dressing. It is a real,
the postal deficit.
dye, that goes to the very heart of the wood and stays there
to
The method suggested was
profixing a rich and permanent color.
vide for a system of weighing the
Johnson's Wood Dye is made in 14 standard shades:
No. 130 Weathered Oak
periodicals so that separate rates No. 12b Light Oak No. 122 Forest Green
No. 1J2 Flemish Oak
No. 131 Brown Weathered
should be paid on reading matter and N.o 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak No. ij8 lirmvn Flemish No. 132 Green Weathered
advertising. The magazines are now No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 12S Light Mahogany No. 140 Manila Oak or
No. 12Q Dark Mahogany
carried, regardless of the size or No. 121 Moss Green
Early English
Let them demonstrate what Johnson's Materials will do in your
amount of advertising, at the rate of
home.
one cent per pound.
A proposal was made by Mr. Hitchcock that the reading matter be car
.
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f

hand-rubbe-

Johnson's Wood Dye
deep-seate- d

Free Samples and Literature
At Our Store

Gold watch,

hattan avenue and
I
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The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply ,Co.

